Abstract. We construct an explicit diffeomorphism taking any fibration of a sphere by great circles into the Hopf fibration. We use elementary differential geometry, and no surgery or K-theory, to carry out the construction-indeed the diffeomorphism is a local (differential) invariant, algebraic in derivatives. This result is new only for 5 dimensional spheres, but our new method of proof is elementary.
Introduction.
"Notice that the classification of fibrations of spheres by great circles is an interesting but almost untouched subject. . . " Arthur L. Besse [1] pg. 135.
In studying the Blaschke conjecture (see Besse [1] ) and in the theory of elliptic partial differential equations (see McKay [6] ), one encounters fibrations of the standard round sphere by great circles. A note on the literature: Gluck, Warner and Yang [5] is the best article on great sphere fibrations of spheres; some of the lemmas proven here were derived in that article using different methods. The best known example is the Hopf fibration
given by the circle action e iθ (z 0 , . . . , z n ) = (e iθ z 0 , . . . , e iθ z n ) on the unit sphere inside C n+1 . 2.1. Structure equations of a flat projective structure. For my purposes, the sphere S 2n+1 and the real projective space RP 2n+1 are equally reasonable spaces to work on (since a great circle fibration of a sphere is the same thing as a fibration of the [antipodal quotient] projective space by projective lines). I will choose the sphere. The group of symmetries of a fiber bundle is always infinite dimensional, but in our case we want the concept of great circle to be preserved.
THEOREM 1. Given any smooth great circle fibration of a sphere there is a diffeomorphism of the sphere carrying it to the Hopf fibration.

THEOREM 2. (Hilbert) Every invertible (not necessarily continuous) map of a sphere to itself taking great circles to great circles is the action of a linear transformation.
Hilbert actually proved the obvious variant of this result for real projective spaces from which the theorem follows.
Let V = R 2n+2 have basis e 0 , . . . , e 2n+1 . Let G = SL (V) act on the sphere S 2n+1 = V\0 /R + . Let g be the Lie algebra of G. Write Let g 0 be the Lie algebra of G 0 . The sphere S 2n+1 is the quotient G/G 0 via the right action of G 0 . More concretely, the map G → S 2n+1 is the map g → ge 0 . We will followÉlie Cartan's method of the moving frame; see Cartan [3] for an introduction. The left invariant Maurer-Cartan 1-form These are the structure equations of a flat projective structure (see Cartan [2] ). (the subgroup of G preserving not only the oriented e 0 , e 1 plane, but also fixing the point e 0 , up to positive factor). The left translates of G 1 are precisely the leaves of the foliation of G given by the equations
Structure equations of a geodesic foliation in
Hence the quotient space G/G 1 is the space of pointed great circles. Starting with a foliation F by curves, look inside G and consider the subbundle B 1 whose fiber above any point x ∈ S 2n+1 consists of the linear maps g : V → R 2n+2 which identify our point x of the sphere, i.e. a ray in V, with a given ray in R 2n+2 , say the ray through e 0 , and which identify the tangent line to the F curve through x with a given 2-plane in R 2n+2 , say the span of e 0 , e 1 . The map B 1 → S 2n+1 is the pullback
above the map S 2n+1 → G/G 1 (taking any point p ∈ S 2n+1 to the great circle which is tangent at p to the leaf of F through p) and so B 1 → S 2n+1 is a smooth right principal G 1 bundle. The fibers of the bundle B 1 are cut out by the equations ω 1 = ω i = γ i 1 = 0. But the ω 1 , ω i are linearly independent 1-forms on the bundle B 1 (since we have made no restriction on motions in the base manifold, the sphere S 2n+1 ). Therefore on this bundle B 1
for some functions t i 1 and t i j . The equation
cuts out a foliation F 1 of B 1 , by the Frobenius theorem. Indeed the leaves of F 1 are precisely the preimages in B 1 of the leaves of F down on the sphere. To have F constitute a foliation by geodesics, we will need each leaf of F 1 to sit inside a right translate of a subgroup of G satisfying ω i = γ i 1 = 0. Therefore we need t i 1 = 0, and henceforth we will assume this; i.e. on B 1 :
Differentiating this last equation gives an expression for the covariant derivative of the t i j invariant:
and we can calculate that this covariant derivative is
where t i jk = t i kj is some as yet unknown invariant.
Structure equations of the Hopf fibration.
To fix the Hopf fibration as well as the flat projective structure, transformations must take complex lines to complex lines, since the Hopf fibration on the sphere is the quotient (by rescaling by positive numbers) of the fibration of C n+1 \0 into complex lines through the origin. The circle fibers can be oriented by using the natural orientation on complex lines, and we will take them to be thus oriented.
LEMMA 1. Let V be a complex vector space of dimension at least two. Every invertible real linear map of V which takes complex lines to complex lines, preserving the natural orientation of complex lines, is complex linear.
So the group of symmetries of the Hopf fibration as a geodesic foliation of a flat projective structure is the group
The subgroup preserving the point e 0 up to positive rescaling (i.e. fixing the north pole of the sphere) is the group Γ 0 of complex matrices of the form
where the indices p, q here run from 1 to n, with g 0 0 > 0, the g 0 q and g p q are complex numbers, and
(the real linear determinant must be 1). The Hopf fibration is represented by the fiber bundle
given by the obvious right action of Γ 0 on Γ. The group Γ is a subgroup of the group G = SL (2n + 2, R) that we encountered previously. Let
be the usual complex structure on R 2n+2 = C n+1 , and let
be the usual complex conjugation. Taking the Maurer-Cartan 1-form ω from G, we can split it into
We can now write these in complex components, since each of Ω 1,0 and Ω 0,1 is a matrix built out of 2 × 2 blocks like
which can be identified with the complex number a + b √ −1. In this manner, we write our matrices as
To be more explicit,
for P, Q = 0, . . . , n. Since the real trace of ω vanishes, so does Ω P P + ΩP P . We will write ΩP Q for the conjugate of Ω P Q and ΩP Q for the conjugate of Ω P
Q
. The structure equations of G can now be written in this notation as
The Hopf fibration satisfies the equations Ω P Q = 0. So for the Hopf fibration, the invariant t is
Following the invariants around the circles.
Consider the behaviour of our invariant t on a circle subgroup left translate. Imposing the relations satisfied by a circle subgroup translate we find that, if t = (t i j ) is treated as a matrix then
It is clear that such a circle subgroup translate actually lives inside our bundle B 1 above each of our great circles, by construction of B 1 , since above each circle on the sphere, B 1 contains a left translate of the subgroup G 1 which contains a circle subgroup. Writing ω 1 = dθ we have the ordinary differential equation
Consider first how solutions of this ordinary differential equation behave if t is just a complex number. The solutions are t = − tan (θ + c), except for the two singular solutions t = ± √ −1. So all solutions have period π. Indeed on the Riemann sphere, this equation is a rotation, and has the two exceptional points ± √ −1 as rotational fixed points, and is smooth everywhere. However, we can see that to have our complex number t remain finite, it can never be real-valued, since it would then go to infinity in time at most π/2 in one direction or the other.
For a matrix t the solution is
and this tells us that t has no real spectrum. Moreover, since t is a real matrix, the eigenvalues and eigenspaces of t come in conjugate pairs. Since the equation is invariant under change of linear coordinates, the eigenspaces will remain invariant under the flow, while the eigenvalues will change. For any initial conditions t(0) with no real eigenvalues, we find that t will remain defined as a function of θ for any positive or negative θ. For generic initial conditions, for example for t diagonalizable at θ = 0, we find that t is π periodic. Therefore T is also π periodic for any initial conditions with no real eigenvalues.
Linear transformations without real eigenvalues.
Take any linear transformation T : V → V of a real vector space V, with no real eigenvalues. We will also write V as V R to emphasis that we are studying its real points, and write V C for V ⊗ R C. We naturally have V C split into generalized eigenspaces of T, say
Since T is real,
We can pick out the eigenspaces E λ T of T where the eigenvalues λ have positive imaginary parts, and define a subspace
Let V 0,1 be the conjugate of V 1,0 , i.e. the sum of the eigenspaces whose eigenvalues have negative imaginary part. It is easy to see that V 1,0 and V 0,1 are complex subspaces of V C and are complementary:
Then define a linear transformation J : 2.6. Back to the great circle fibration. Inside SO (2n + 2) we do not have enough room to put our invariant t into a normal form. But if we return to G = SL (2n + 2, R) we have enough room to arrange by moving up and down the fibers of B 1 that at least J t is normalized:
There is a subbundle B 2 ⊂ B 1 on which these equations hold. This bundle B 2 is a principal G 2 subbundle, where G 2 is the group of matrices of the form 
with p, q = 1, . . . , n, and t p q a complex matrix whose eigenvalues lie in the upper half plane.
Lets write linear fractional transformations using the notation
Define the Cayley map
Solving equation 3 for
in terms of Ω q 0 , we find
expressed in terms of the Cayley mapped matrix s = C(t). The condition that t have all of its eigenvalues in the upper half plane is equivalent to its image s = C(t) under the Cayley map having all of its eigenvalues inside the unit disk. In particular, for the Hopf fibration, on the subbundle Γ ⊂ B 2 we find s = 0. Consider the ordinary differential equation
If we set s = C(t), then
so that
evolves by rotation.
The restriction of structure group imposed by the equation J t = J 0 requires Ω p q to be semibasic as well, for p, q = 1, . . . , n. Recall that the 1-forms ω 1 , ω i form a basis for the semibasic 1-forms. The 1-forms Ω p 0 are semibasic, but (even together with their conjugates) they do not span the semibasic 1-forms-only the ω i (i = 2, . . . , 2n + 1) are multiples of them, while ω 1 is not.
Taking the exterior derivative of both sides of the equation
we find the equation 
Linear fractional transformations acting on matrices. Recall that the linear fractional transformations
The infinitesimal action is
The subgroup of P SL (2, C) which preserves the unit disk D, call it Aut (D), is the quotient modulo ±1 of the group of matrices of the form
subject to |a| 2 − |b| 2 = 1. The Lie algebra of Aut (D) consists of the matrices of the form
where a ∈ R, b ∈ C. The Cayley map identifies the upper half plane with the unit disk, identifying Aut (D) with SL (2, R). There is a (unique up to conjugation) connected 2-dimensional subgroup of SL (2, R), which is nilpotent; it consists of the matrices of the form
with a, b ∈ R and a > 0. The quotient of this group by ±1 is the unique connected 2-dimensional subgroup of P SL (2, R). Such a matrix acts on the element √ −1 in the upper half plane by
which is clearly a transitive action.
Under the Cayley map, this 2-dimensional subgroup gets mapped to a subgroup N of Aut (D). One can readily conjugate with the Cayley mapping to calculate that the elements of N are precisely the elements of P SL (2, C) of the form
where a, b ∈ R and a > 0. This group N acts transitively on the unit disk D, because its conjugate under the Cayley map acts transitively on the upper half plane. In particular, the Lie algebra of N, call it n, consists of matrices of the form
where Q can be any complex number. Write the Maurer-Cartan 1-form on N as
Reconsidering our equation 4, we now see that this is precisely the sort of motion that s undergoes when we move up the fibers of the bundle B 2 , at least as long as the motion is only in the ω 1 , ω 1 1 , ω 0 0 directions. Indeed equation 4 tells us that
Converting this into ω notation, we find first that
modulo semibasic terms. This implies that
Therefore we can set 
so that g(s) has trace zero. This transformation g depends analytically on s.
Proof. Assume s is an n × n matrix. First, suppose that s has trace zero, with eigenvalues λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n . Then infinitesimal motions under the group N affect the trace by
The first term has larger complex coefficient than the second, since having spectrum in the unit disk forces In particular, all zeros of s p p are nondegenerate and positively oriented, and the set of elements g ∈ N at which tr ( g(s)) = 0 is discrete, for any matrix s with spectrum in the unit disk.
Using the coordinates a, b for the group N, we can see that elements of N with a close to zero (but positive) are close to the constant map
which is given by the matrix
This matrix is not an invertible matrix, and obviously the map it generates is not either. Nonetheless, applying elements of N near a = 0 to our matrix s, we can arrange that the entire spectrum of s lies close to − √ −1.
Consider the half circle a = r cos θ, b = r sin θ for values of θ from a little above −π/2 to a little less than π/2. We find that for r a large positive number, the origin of the unit disk is taken by this linear fractional transformation to
which, for large r, is close to
for all values of θ. Now try the path
where t runs from − √ r to √ r. You will find that the origin is taken to the point
which, for large r, is very close to the point
which traverses the unit circle as t runs from −∞ to ∞. Consider any 1-parameter family g θ of linear fractional transformations from N which stays close to a = r cos θ, b = r sin θ, −π/2 + ε < θ < π/2 − ε (some small ε) and then approaches a vertical line in the a, b plane, close to, but just to the right of a = 0, say at a = 1/ √ r, completing a loop. Applying g θ to a matrix s, we find that (if the radius r of the half circle in our contour is set large enough) the average of the eigenvalues of g θ (s) travels quite near the boundary of the unit disk, through a single rotation. In fact, since the hyperbolic distance between eigenvalues is preserved by these linear fractional transformations, the Euclidean distance shrinks as we approach the boundary of the unit disk, and all of the eigenvalues are very close to the average. This ensures that there must be a zero of the average of the eigenvalues of g(s) for some value of a, b inside the semicircle of radius r, since otherwise the winding number of the average eigenvalue would be unchanged as we shrunk the contour down to a point.
The winding number of the average eigenvalue around the loop is 1, and the zeros of tr ( g(s)) are positively oriented, so there can only be one such zero, and it must depend analytically on s by the implicit function theorem. Proof. This is the Lie subgroup of G 3 satisfying Ω 0 q = 0.
Henceforth, we will forget all of the other B j bundles, and work exclusively with the bundle B.
Our equations 7 simplify to 
Homogeneous great circle fibrations.
A symmetry of a great circle fibration which preserves the flat projective structure on the sphere will necessarily act as a symmetry of the right principal bundle B → X. Suppose that the symmetry group acts transitively on B. Then the invariantly defined functions s 0 q , s p q etc. must all be constants. Plugging this hypothesis into our equations for covariant derivatives, we find that all of the invariants vanish, and applying the Frobenius theorem, along with simple connectivity of X, we see directly that the great circle fibration is a Hopf fibration. 
Moreover, equality occurs only for the Hopf fibration.
Proof. If φ : B → B is a symmetry, then by definition it preserves great circles, so φ = g ∈ SL (V). If we arrange that the identity element I ∈ SL (V) belongs to B, then gI = g ∈ B, so in fact the diffeomorphism φ is an element of B. Therefore the symmetry group is actually a subgroup of SL (V) sitting inside B. Moreover, the symmetry group is closed, since the condition of being a symmetry is a closed condition. Therefore it is a Lie subgroup of SL (V) lying inside B.
If the symmetry group has the same dimension as B, then it is an open subset of B, say U, and a closed subgroup of SL (V). But B ⊂ SL (V) is also closed, so U is both open and closed in B, and therefore a union of path components of B. But B is connected, since it is a bundle
with connected fibers and base. Therefore the symmetry group is precisely B. This forces all of the invariant functions s on B to be constants, and then the structure equations force them to vanish.
Embedding into the Grassmannian of oriented 2-planes.
Recall that G = SL (V) and G circle is the subgroup preserving the oriented great circle on S 2n+1 passing from e 0 through to e 1 . The space G/G circle is naturally identified with the space of all oriented great circles on the sphere, or with the space of oriented 2-planes in V:
We find that Γ 0 ⊂ G circle so that a fiber bundle
is defined, with fibers being homogeneous spaces of G circle equivariantly diffeomorphic to G circle /Γ 0 which is the space of all complex structures on V which have the oriented 2-plane e 0 , e 1 as a complex line.
We can map
Proof. First, we will see that the map is injective. If two points x, y ∈ X get mapped to the same place, then they correspond to the same great circle, since X is parameterizing the great circles of our fibration, and Gr (2, V) is parameterizing all great circles. So the map is injective.
Next, we have to differentiate to see that the map is an immersion. To do this, we pull back a local coframing by 1-forms on Gr (2, V) to X and show that it contains a coframing for X. But then it is sufficient to pull the coframing back to B and show that on B every semibasic 1-form for the bundle map B → X can be expressed as a linear combination (with real functions as coefficients) of the 1-forms from the coframing from Gr (2, V).
The semibasic 1-forms for the map G → Gr (2, V) are precisely those complimentary to the Lie algebra of G circle , i.e. they are the 1-forms
and their complex conjugates. Therefore any coframing on Gr (2, V) pulls back to G to be a combination of these 1-forms, and conversely they are combinations of the 1-forms from the coframing. But pulling back to B, we find only the relations
The remaining semibasic 1-forms Ω p 0 span the semibasic 1-forms on X. Therefore the map is an immersion. An injective immersion of a compact manifold is an embedding.
A consequence of the proof is that these s p q invariants can be expressed in terms of the first derivative of the embedding X → Gr (2, V). Moreover, the embedding clearly determines the great circle fibration entirely.
Characterizing the submanifolds of the Grassmannian which represent great circle fibrations.
Consider an immersed submanifold ι : X → Gr (2, V) in the Grassmannian of oriented 2-planes of a vector space V. Assume that dim V = 2n + 2 and dim X = 2n. Our next problem is to characterize when X represents a great circle fibration. The tangent spaces to Gr (2, V) are canonically identified with
So T P X is identified with a subset
We have a map
Note that for each p ∈ P the map α P ( p) ∈ Lin U P , V/P is a linear transformation between vector spaces of the same dimension. For each p ∈ P we can define the polynomial
which is a polynomial not valued in real numbers, but in the one dimensional vector space Lin Det (U P ), Det V/P . We define the characteristic variety Ξ P to be the projective variety in the projective line CP(P ⊗ R C) cut out by ξ P . Definition 1. An immersed submanifold ι : X 2n → Gr (2, V) (where dim V = 2n + 2) is called elliptic at a point P ∈ X if the characteristic variety Ξ P has no real points.
The Grassmannian Gr (2, V) is a homogeneous G = SL (V) space, and we can write Gr (2, V) = G/G circle . Consider the pullback bundle
which is a principal G circle bundle. On G we have our old Maurer-Cartan 1-forms
The group G circle is precisely the connected subgroup of G satisfying
Therefore the 1-forms ω i 0 , ω i 1 span the semibasic 1-forms for the map G → Gr (2, V). On the pullback bundle over X, these 1-forms are no longer independent, since there are fewer degrees of freedom along X, in fact half as many, since dim X = 1 2 dim Gr (2, V) .
We need to consider how to express the G invariant identification T P Gr (2, V) ∼ = Lin P, V/P in terms of these 1-forms. Recall how the identification is constructed: take any family of 2-planes P(t) ∈ Gr (2, V), and any family of linear maps φ(t) : V → W for some fixed vector space W of dimension dim W = dim V − dim P(t), with the maps φ(t) chosen so that ker φ(t) = P(t). Writeφ(t) for the induced map
φ(t) : v + P ∈ V/P(t) → φ(t)(v) ∈ W which is defined because ker φ(t) = P(t). Then identify
P (t) ∼φ(t) −1 φ (t) P : P → V/P.
This is well defined because if ψ(t) is any other choice of maps replacing φ(t),
with the same kernel,
shows thatφ
so that the resulting map in Lin P(t), V/P(t) is independent of the choice of map φ(t).
So far this only defines a map
We need to pick some local coordinates on Gr (2, V), and we will take them as follows: for any 2-plane P 0 ∈ Gr (2, V) , we take coordinates x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , . . . , y 2n on V so that P 0 is cut out by y = 0. Then 2-planes near P 0 are cut out by equations like y = px where p is a 2n × 2 matrix. These p are our local coordinates on Gr (2, V) , and one can easily compute the transformations of coordinates if we change the choice of P 0 and the choice of coordinates x, y. In these coordinates, we can take φ P (x, y) = px − y as our map, with kernel P. Then we find that for any family P(t) with P(0) = P 0 we have p(0) = 0 and
Therefore this map
is an isomorphism. Equivariance under linear transformations of V is obvious.
Returning to the 1-forms ω i 0 and ω i 1 , recall that the fiber of the bundle G → Gr (2, V) over a point P ∈ Gr (2, V) consists precisely of the elements of G taking the plane e 0 , e 1 to the plane P, preserving orientation. Therefore we can define a map
We findφ
Perhaps a little more concretely, if Q ∈ TG is a tangent vector, and a ∈ e 0 , e 1 , we haveḡ
is the base manifold of a great circle fibration, then X is elliptic at every point.
Proof. Pick a point P ∈ X and a point g ∈ B which is taken by B → X to P. As expressed in terms of ω i 0 , ω i 1 above, we found earlier that a great circle fibration satisfies ω i 1 = t i j ω j 0 , with t i j a real 2n×2n matrix with no real eigenvalues. For each vector u ∈ T P X we can write its components in the coframe ω i 0 as u i . (The reader who is keeping track of what spaces we are working in will be puzzled to read that the ω i 0 are a coframe on X. What we mean of course is that since the ω i 0 are semibasic, at each point g ∈ B we can form the coframe ω i 0 on T P X from which these ω i 0 are pulled back. These ω i 0 ∈ Λ 1 (T P X) change as we move up the fibers of B → X.) Each point a 0 e 0 + a 1 e 1 ∈ e 0 , e 1 is carried by g to an element of P and we identify these. We find that in terms of equation 10, the map α P defined in equation 9 is given, up to factors of g and g −1 (which won't affect the vanishing of the relevant determinant) by
Therefore the polynomial ξ P is
If a 1 = 0 then a zero of ξ P can only occur at a 0 = 0. Therefore, taking a 1 = 0, we find that
A real zero of ξ P therefore corresponds precisely to a real eigenvalue of t i j . Consequently, if X arises from a great circle fibration, then X is elliptic.
We will now take an elliptic immersed submanifold X ⊂ Gr (2, V) and apply the method of the moving frame to calculate its structure equations. 
SL (V)
which satisfies the structure equations of a great circle fibration of the sphere S 2n+1 . Moreover, X is locally a great circle fibration.
Proof. Consider the bundle
As before we will write φ g (v) = g −1 v + e 0 , e 1 giving a map
with kernel P = g e 0 , e 1 . Again we have the equation
for a ∈ e 0 , e 1 . We know that the V/ e 0 , e 1 valued 1-form ω i 0 a 0 + ω i 1 a 1 is a coframing on T P X for each a = 0, precisely expressing ellipticity. So ω i 1 is a coframing, as is ω i 0 . Consequently there is an invertible linear transformation t i j so that
We must have
also a coframing, as long as a = 0. This says precisely that t i j has no real eigenvalues.
After this, we have obtained exactly the same structure equations as in equation 1. Then we repeat the entire development of those structure equations, identically.
Given the resulting structure equations, we wish to construct a local great circle fibration out of a portion of X. Consider the circle bundle Σ → X consisting of pairs (P, [v] ) where P ∈ X and v ∈ P ⊂ V with v = 0 and as usual [v] means v up to positive rescaling. Consider the map
We wish to show that Φ is a local diffeomorphism. This Σ is the principal circle bundle associated to the complex line bundle O (−1) X . The isotropy group of a point of Σ inside the structure group of B → X is precisely the group Γ 1 . We have maps
Working out the semibasic 1-forms for the maps G → S 2n+1 and B → Σ, we find they are identical. Therefore the map is a local diffeomorphism. Moreover the fibers of B → Σ are contained in the left translates of the group G circle by structure equations, so these fibers sit in great circles on the sphere.
PROPOSITION 1. A submanifold of the Grassmannian is the base of a great circle fibration precisely if it is elliptic, compact and connected.
Proof. We have seen that the base of a great circle fibration is elliptic, compact and connected. Let X ⊂ Gr (2, V) be elliptic, compact and connected. The map Φ : Σ → S 2n+1 from lemma 6 is a local diffeomorphism, taking fibers of Σ → X to great circles. The space Σ is the total space of circle bundle over X, so compact. Because the sphere S 2n+1 is simply connected, this forces Φ to be a diffeomorphism. The map S 2n+1 → X is therefore defined, and satisfies our structure equations, so is a global great circle fibration. 6. The osculating complex structure. Recall that J 0 is our fixed complex structure on V. The space of all complex structures on V with the standard orientation is
COROLLARY 3. Given a great circle fibration S 2n+1 → X, every C 1 small motion of X inside Gr (2, V) is the base of a great circle fibration. So there are lots of great circle fibrations, and they admit lots of deformations. The normal bundle νX of X inside Gr (2, V) has fibers
Now consider an elliptic submanifold X ⊂ Gr (2, V) . Since B ⊂ G we can map
In fact, since Γ 0 ⊂ Γ, we can map
We can obviously do better: the space G/Γ 0 is naturally identified with the space of all pairs (J, P) where J is a complex structure on V, and P is a real 2-plane which is a J-complex line, i.e. JP = P. Then we can map
to this space. When X is the base manifold of a great circle fibration, this map is an embedding, since B ⊂ G is embedded. More generally, it is an immersion. We will write for P ∈ X the corresponding point in J (V) (i.e. complex structure on V) as J P . So P ⊂ V is a J P complex line.
For each J ∈ J (V), let X J ⊂ Gr (2, V) be the base manifold of the associated Hopf fibration, i.e. X J is the set of J complex lines, suitably oriented. Proof. By SL (V) invariance, we only have to prove the result for the standard complex structure J on V = C n+1 . Then the first result is an easy calculation, while the second is immediate from the structure equations:
on X J , and the fact that X J is connected. Definition 2. Suppose that S 2n+1 → X is a great circle fibration. Fix a point P ∈ X, and the complex structure J P . Then the Hopf fibration S 2n+1 → X J P is called the osculating Hopf fibration to X at P. Note that
LEMMA 8. The invariant s p q vanishes at a point P ∈ X on an elliptic submanifold X ⊂ Gr (2, V) precisely when the osculating complex structure X J P at P is tangent to X inside Gr (2, V).
Proof. We showed already that this invariant is determined by the 1-jet of the immersion X → Gr (2, V) . Proof. The 1-forms which are semibasic for the map G → J (V) are precisely the Ω with no bars, i.e. Ω P Q , so the Ω P Q are all semibasic. This means that we pull them back when we differentiate the map X → J (V), and nothing else. Hence the map X → J (V) has vanishing differential, and consequently is locally constant, precisely when all of these invariants vanish. Conversely, if they all vanish, then our structure equations become the same as for the Hopf fibration, and the result follows by the Frobenius theorem.
COROLLARY 5. A submanifold X ⊂ Gr (2, V) is the base of a Hopf fibration precisely when it is compact and connected and all of the s invariants vanish.
7. "Hyperplanes". Given a real valued 1-form ξ ∈ V * on V we can define a section of the bundleṼ * → X by setting σ ξ (x) to be ξ. This determines a function f : B → V * by
This function satisfies
Because ξ is real, f¯0 = f 0 and fp = f p .
The bundle O (1) → X is a quotient bundle ofṼ, and these sections determine sections of the quotient which are just the functions f 0 . They satisfy
In particular, they are not holomorphic unless certain s invariants vanish.
Suppose that ξ = 0. Consider the locus ( f 0 = 0) inside X. (Of course, we should write it as something like (σ 0 = 0) since f 0 is really a function on B, not on X.) At each point of this set,
This can't vanish, since f 0 = 0 forces some f q = 0. Therefore the "hyperplanes" determined by vanishing of these sections of O (1) are smooth submanifolds of X. They are the analogues of complex hyperplanes. It is not clear so far whether they are connected (it will be soon).
The Sato map.
Sato [7] constructed a map from the base X of a great circle fibration into a complex projective space. Yang [8] pointed out that this map was not well defined. We will now present a very similar (but obviously well-defined) map, which we will call the Sato map.
Consider a great circle fibration S 2n+1 → X. Take any x ∈ X. This x may be identified with an oriented 2-plane x ⊂ V since X ⊂ Gr (2, V). There is a complex structure J x on V for which x is a complex line, defined in section 6. Then we map x → V C by
Since the fiber of O (−1) → X above x is just x ⊂ V itself, the Sato map σ is defined on the total space of O (−1).
LEMMA 10. The Sato map satisfies
Proof.
As a consequence, σ takes the J x complex line x to a complex line σ(x) in V C . Define the Sato map
to be the map that assigns to x the line σ(x). This gives a morphism of bundles
which is complex linear on the fibers. Moreover it is equivariant with respect to action of SL (V). The action of SL (V) on CP (V C ) is by biholomorphisms (indeed, by projective automorphisms).
Proof. Suppose that σ(x) = σ( y). Then for any v ∈ x and w ∈ y we must find σ(v) and σ(w) on the same complex line in V C . Therefore,
But the fiber above y is J y invariant, so v and w lie on the same great circle fiber, and therefore x = y.
LEMMA 12. The space S (V) = CP (V C )\RP(V) is canonically identified with the space of pairs (P, j) where P ⊂ V is a 2-plane, and j : P → P is a complex structure.
Proof. Membership in RP(V) is precisely given by the equation z ∧z = 0 and therefore the solutions in V C consist precisely in vectors z = v + √ −1w so that v ∧ w = 0, i.e. v, w ∈ V belong to the same real line. Therefore away from
, attach the complex structure j which maps
It is easy to see that this is well defined. On the other hand, given an oriented 2-plane P with complex structure j and a point v ∈ P\0, map it to C × v − √ −1jv . This clearly gives continuous maps in each direction between S (V) and the space of 2-planes with complex structures, and these maps are easily seen to be inverses of one another. Since the space of 2-planes with complex structures is a homogeneous space of SL (V), and the maps are SL (V) invariant, both sides are homogeneous spaces and these maps are equivariant diffeomorphisms.
We can work the structure equations for this bundle quite easily: the 1-forms Ω p 0 , Ω¯p 0 , Ω¯0 0 are semibasic (because they are independent on G but vanish on the structure group) and they satisfy
From this expression, we find that the 1-forms Ω p 0 , Ω¯p 0 , Ω¯0 0 vary in a complex linear representation under the action of the structure group. Declaring them to be (1, 0)-forms for an almost complex structure, we find that the torsion consists entirely of (1, 1) forms, so that the almost complex structure is a complex structure. So S (V) is a complex manifold.
LEMMA 13. The complex structure on S (V) given by the structure equations 11 is the same as that given by the embedding S (V) ⊂ CP (V C ).
Proof. The generic CP n ⊂ CP (V C ) lies in S (V) and occurs as the base of a Hopf fibration. From the structure equations of a Hopf fibration we see that these are complex submanifolds in that complex structure. But they are obviously complex submanifolds in the CP (V C ) complex structure. The complex structures on these CP n submanifolds agree, as we can see directly looking at the construction of the Hopf fibration. Since the tangent planes to these CP n form an open subset of n dimensional complex tangent planes, they force both complex structures on S (V) to agree. But what about the requirement that the 1-forms used to cut out the hyperplanes are supposed to be real valued? Take a real valued 1-form ξ ∈ V * and split it into complex linear and conjugate linear parts on V C by
Then we take the ξ 1,0 part and use it as our guy. It cuts out a hyperplane of v + √ −1w so that ξ(v) + √ −1ξ(w) = 0, i.e. where both ξ(v) and ξ(w) vanish.
9.
Identifying the base of a great circle fibration with complex projective space. Consider again the Hopf fibration, and its base manifold X J . This sits inside CP (V C ) as a linear subspace, cut out by the equation
cutting out the CP n+1 together with the equations
cutting out the X J = CP n . Now if we repeat this story using a general great circle fibration S 2n+1 → X, as in Figure 2 , we find that a tangent space to X ⊂ S (V) is given in an adapted coframe by The same procedure works for a general great circle fibration S 2n+1 → X. Definition 3. We will say that a linear subspace CP n ⊂ CP (V C ) = CP 2n+1 is parallel to X at a point P ∈ X if it is parallel to the osculating Hopf fibration X J for J = J P . Conversely, a linear subspace CP n ⊂ CP (V C ) is called a hinge for X if first it is nowhere parallel to X and second it does not intersect X.
Take any hinge CP n 0 ⊂ CP 2n+1 for X. Each CP n+1 passing through CP n 0 will strike X transversely and positively in a finite set of points. First, we want to see that a nonparallel CP n 0 exists, and second we want to see that each of these CP n+1 intersects X at a unique point. Then we will have identified X with the space of CP n+1 inside CP 2n+1 containing CP Proof. To see that a hinge for X exists, we have only to examine dimensions. This X has 2n real dimensions, so generically it will have 2n real dimensions of osculating Hopf fibrations X J , for J = J P for P ∈ X. Let W be the set of triples (P, A, B) where P ∈ X, A is a linear CP n+1 subspace of CP 2n+1 containing the osculating Hopf fibration X J P = CP n to X at P and B is a linear CP n subspace contained in A. We can see that at a generic point of W, (P, B) determines A because A is the linear subspace containing B and X J P . Moreover, the possible subspaces B are parameterized by the normal bundle to X J P at P. Therefore the dimension of W as a real manifold is 2n + 2(n + 1) = 4n + 2.
So this is the dimension of the family of CP n parallel to X. On the other hand, the family of all CP n inside CP 2n+1 has real dimension 2n 2 +4n+2 which is always bigger than 4n+2. Therefore by Sard's theorem, there is some CP n 0 which is nowhere parallel to X, and we can pick it from an open set of CP n linear subspaces, and moreover arrange that it doesn't intersect X. Proof. By dimension count, we see that these X J ⊂ CP (V C ) (which are in one to one correspondence with complex structures J on V) have the same dimension as the space of all CP n linear subspaces in CP (V C ), so they form an open subset. Indeed the X J subspaces are precisely those CP n linear subspaces with no real points on them. Now that we can map the base of our great circle fibration to a complex projective space, we have to map the great circles to the fibers of the Hopf fibration. Consider first how to do this for a pair Hopf fibrations, given by complex structures J 1 and J 2 . We take any other Hopf fibration, given by a complex structure J 0 , so that if the associated fibrations are S 2n+1 → X k for k = 0, 1, 2, then X 0 ⊂ CP (V C ) will not be parallel to X 1 or to X 2 , i.e. X 0 is a hinge for X 1 and also for X 2 . Of course, these X k are all CP n linear subspaces inside CP 2n+1 = CP (V C ) given by linear equations
Our map X 1 → X 2 is constructed by taking all linear CP n+1 subspaces containing X 0 and matching the point CP n+1 ∩ X 1 to the point CP n+1 ∩ X 2 . First, we need to lift the entire picture up to a linear picture in V C . Then we will see what is happening in V itself. Up in V C we have 3 complex linear subspaces V 0 , V 1 , V 2 , all isomorphic to C n+1 , which are just the preimages of the X 0 , X 1 , X 2 linear subspaces in CP (V C ). Another way to say this:
Since Moreover, by construction it matches the 2-planes P 1 and P 2 in V, just looking back at the construction of the Sato map.
As before, we can apply the same idea to a great circle fibration as follows: we take S 2n+1 → X our great circle fibration, and S 2n+1 → X 2 a Hopf fibration, given by a complex structure J 2 . Now we pick another Hopf fibration S 2n+1 → X 0 given by a complex structure J 0 , so that X 0 is nowhere parallel to X and to X 2 . For each 2-plane P ∈ X we take the osculating complex structure J P and use the above process to produce a complex linear map (V, J P ) → (V, J 2 ). This will map P to a 2-plane P 2 complex linearly:
(V, P, J P ) → (V, P 2 , J 2 ).
Hence it identifies the great circle fibrations. We have proven: 
